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About This Game

AstroShift is a unique free-roam 2D space shooter, where your ship's destruction doesn't mean death - the explosion ejects you
into space, and you have to find another ship before your air runs out. There are 30 different ships - each with different specs

and weapons - to take on the invading forces and run them out of your system.

You are free to roam each level - rescuing Allies to fight along side you, dodging space debris and enemy fire, destroying enemy
fortifications and opening the Warp Gate to the next sector.
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The enemies in AstroShift are also free to do what they want; so sometimes they'll pull off amazing moves, flanking you and
boxing you in - other times they may panic and retreat, ram their wingman while dodging asteroids, or kill each other with

friendly fire.

If you see an available ship you'd like to appropriate, simply hit the Self-Destruct button and fly your astronaut into it! Upon
entering a new ship, you will recieve a random amount of additional air, which you will need when you find yourself floating in

space after an enemy barrage.

There's also a bonus Arcade game that you can unlock by clearing 3 sector of all enemies, or finding and destroying the secret
Arcade machine that appears in a level after you've cleared it 100%.
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AstroShift has full 360 controller support, Steam Achievements, randomized enemies, a cool soundtrack, and lots of explosions!
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Title: AstroShift
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
WHITEROCK games
Publisher:
WHITEROCK games
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB Graphics Card

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: If you want pixel-perfect, set your display resolution to 1920x1080 before launching

English
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tonight astroshift. astros shift. astro shift house

I can tell this game is trying to be an alternative to Ark Survival Evolved, but it has a really long way to go before even getting
close. I didn't play for very long, but even with my short time with it I can safely say I can't recommend this game in its current
state at its current price.

I know the developer is still working on it, but I have to review it for what it is now and not for what we hope it will be in the
future.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uL1G3tOprCo. A solid and goofy co-op experience. As a student of ancient culture, I can
safely say that this game is 100% historically accurate.. I thoroughly recommend this game. If you are an old-schooler and
remember Super Cars (II or III) on Amiga 500 or Micro Machines to a lesser degree, then this is very similar.

It's a very racey shootey 2D-er, with a great challenge and fantastic soundtrack, (the kind of beat beat boom boom boom, I
usually only like in video games). If you can pick it up cheap, then do!

You probably won\u2019t give it 100 hours, but if you give it 10 or 20 they will not be boring.

I give it 10 thumbs up (wait, what?).
. Superb DLC

Reminds me of when I hitch-hicked around Switzerland over 2 decades ago (got a lift in an open-top sports car through the
mountains). Did UK to Italy to Switzerland to Spain to Germany, then back to Perfidious Albion.
(Had a mate in Geneve, a bro in Gibralter & a sister in Germany).

Saw Bob Dylan & Santana in Basel, on a really nice Summer Afternoon.

C`est bon.
. It's spelled "turbo", guys. Need more fixed. quot;YOU
GOTTA
GO
IN
THE
S P A C E
H O L E"

I enjoyed this game a lot. I also really like how you need to move your sphere along a thin course in order to either reset data, or
get an achievement.
There's hints of Super Monkey Ball in here, with some interestingly designed courses and an above average soundtrack. Controls
are a little finnicky, but the addition of controller support is welcome.
Honestly, I went in with low expectations, expecting a sub-par unity asset hell experience, but in the long run, I enjoyed the
game, and had myself a really nice time.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YpfYJO9P7NA. GoePPels-Chan is so cute and smart! hopefully she will defeat Walt
Disney in the next episode!. First impression: Very good
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A remake of the original (Seven Mysteries), Seven Mysteries: The Last Page is a complete makeover with superior visuals,
audios, and an extended story that makes the RPG Maker Horror community proud. This game will keep you in suspense and
wanting more from the moment you begin to even after it ends. Feel free to watch me on my completed journey through Seven
Mysteries: The Last Page.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=MiDnyVxst9I&list=PLmqD_CN4-c_uO7BcZW-gP1X94C4ay7O_h&index=3&t=8s
. Its a great idea and fun too worth \u00a310 easy.I would Recommend this game. Cliffstone Manor is charming, atmospheric,
and full of surprises. The puzzles require attention to detail and some outside the box thinking. It's a clever way to explore the
virtual space with more than a few hours of gametime.. Has a doge that shoots rainbows from it's mouth. Do I really need to say
more?

For 3.29 canadian, it's definitely worth it.
I certainly enjoy this game, it's like a much lesser version of Recettear, but still very fun.
It's extremely simple, get items, sell them, mark up the price as high as you think you can to be able to sell the item (about 109%
at the beginning).
There are a few things that aren't explained, like how prestige and style work, but it does have a short tutorial.

The only thing I would not recommend is trying to put this game into fullscreen mode... I tried it, and it just gave me a black
screen, and even after I uninstalled and reinstalled the game, it kept the fullscreen setting, so I couldn't play it.
If you do try to fullscreen, and it doesn't work for you either, press Alt+Enter, and it'll put it back into windowed mode.

All in all, this is a fun game, and as I said, for 3.29 canadian, it's worth it.. cool game ever
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